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Title word cross-reference

k [KZP10, ZTM+17, ZLF+17]. N [DK04, SHN17, Coh97]. O(1) [Non13].

-Grans [Coh97, SHN17]. -learning [GWLC06]. -nearest [KZP10]. -workspace [Non13].

100-year [Gla04, GL05].


3D [ABW93]. 3DIS [AM89].

5s [GFWK04].

abbreviations [YKHW06]. aboutness [WSBC01]. Abstract [MTKY92].

Abstraction [FP94]. Accelerating [ZZL+15]. Access [Gla97, RS97, WS90, BFF+03, CDR10].

Accesses [CZ93]. accessibility [CDH+09].

Accessing [Dun97]. Accounting [MK16b].

Accuracy [ES13, JGP+07].

Acknowledgment [Ano95]. ACM [All89, All91]. Acoustic [MO12].

Acquisition [BWS+17]. across [IH07, TLKW16]. Act [CW94, KM97].

actions [YHYO01]. Active [CZZ+17, WHFG92, DEL+00, HJZL09].

Activities [LAL+17]. Activity [CHBS15].

Ad [CGM05, KL09]. adaptation [CBZ11].

adapting [CDH+09]. Adaptive [BHMW07, Bul95, BDS04, CCC09, LBS08].
adaptivity [RSG09]. added [MLDGH04].
Additive [DLN+16]. Additivity [KSVS16].
Adjusted [LCL+17]. Advertisement
[ZLF+17]. Advertising [ZGN+17]. Affect
[Fer17]. affiliated [BM02]. after [Gla04].
Against [ZLF+17]. age [Mar08a]. Agents
[PYF+92]. Aggregated [AC16, CSZD15].
aggregates [MS01]. Aggregation
[GCC12, TP05]. agree [BM02]. Agreement
[DL16]. Algebra [FR97, GZC89].
Algorithm [BR96, VB98, CL03, KT05, PMPJ11].
Algorithms [AZ12, GR95, Kon04, Pa15, ZL+15, BM12, DK04, PF03, TS10]. Align
[HLL+17]. Alignment [YHS+12]. alleviate [HCZ04]. Allows [Man97]. alphabets
[Non13]. Ambiguity [KC92]. Among
[FER17, LM90]. Analyzes [MC14b].
Analysis [BHH+16, BB93, BS92, CMR91, CSZD15, EMG11, MK16a, PPGK04, PR16, SE91, ZH17, ACS08, Car12, CJRY12, CHS99, GWR99, GL06, LM01, LWA08, MPHS03, PR09, SC09, XCO0].
Analysis-Based [PR16]. analyzing
[SNS+05]. Anchor [LCL04]. annotate
[CDH+09]. annotations [AF07]. Answer
[CCC+12, MAL16, KSMN10, MS01, Ack98].
answer-ranking [KSNM10]. Answering
[AA16, BGQT07, MAL16, PHK12, CTP12, CK07, KSNM10, KEW01, Lin07, MPHS03].
App [CHN+17, HL17, YZW+17].
Application [GPS93, GH96, MKF91, RN96, WSBC01, LCH07, SSS11, PG07].
Applications
[JTL+17, SS93, WLS+17, WBB+90, ZLF+17, DHI+90, FP00, HJZL09, dOTM01].
applied [ZL04]. Applying [HCZ04].
Approach [AA16, BK90, FB91, GPS93, KLHK13, Kwo95, MMLP97, NWZC12, TQH15, WXLC13, WHL+16, YSZ+17, YHS+12, YCZ+15, ZL+15, AC08, ASST05, CDMB01, CC05, Fuh99, GWLC06, GWR99, GP00, HHLW01, LM01, LCL04, MS01, Owe02, PZMRN05, WMJ05, YKHW06, ZFL+07]. Approaches
[CCC+12, Gra92, MC14b]. Approximate
[ABB+15, PMD01, Web13, ARSZ03].
apprroximations [MOT11]. Apps
[LAL+17, USN+17, WLG+17]. Arabic
[ANW17, AA16, DM07]. Architecture
[KL91, KEL95, PYF+92, PSD99].
Architectures [WLY+14, CM10].
Archival [ANW17, ZJT16]. Archives
[CCC+12]. Arithmetic [MN98]. Arnoldi
[WW10]. Array [NZG14]. Article
[USN+17]. Articulating [KdMD96].
Artifact [CR02]. ask [GL05]. ASM [BR96].
Assessing [LA08]. assessment [PTL08].
Assessors [FFM17]. Assisted [CH96].
association [TL03, WZZ04, YWYL08].
Associations [SLHS93, ZHY14, HZSL13].
Associative [COR13, HZC04, RBV09].
Assumptions [Coo95, FP94]. Attitudes
[Ols89]. Attributes [DCT+17].
Attribution [Sav12]. Audio [SH93].
augment [BM12]. Augmenting
[Ack98, TGS16]. Author
[AN093, AN096a, AN097, Cro98, RZCG+10].
author-topic [RZCG+10]. authority
[LS02]. authorization [BSN99]. Authors
[AN094a]. Authorship [Sav12]. Auto
[CRD16]. Auto-Completion [CRD16].
Automata [SFR98]. Automated
[ADW94, KM97, SACT09]. Automatic
[BJL+07, GS91, PBF+89, RBV09, CdMRB01, GWR99, GIS03, LSOS06, LWA08].
automatically [YKHW06]. AutoWeb
[FP00]. Auxiliary [LDW+17]. Availability
[ZLW16]. Aware [BWS+17, CS16, GTXL14, LJHL17, LXW+17, MJH15, TQH15, YZW+17, IG98, YCZ+15, FF17]. AZFin
[SC09].
Badge [WHFG92]. balance [PSPBY10].
Based
[APCC15, AKFA15, AOK14, AA16, BCFG15, BC14, CE89, CFP95, CW94, CDM15, EMG11, Fuh89, GPS93, GCC12, GR96, IC16,
Bayesian [HJZL09], [TS10]. Basic [DCT17], [LA08]. Bernoulli [Be], [SW90]. Best-Match [YKHW06], [ZKG08], [ZRZ02], [dOTM01], [QZXP06], [SZ09], [TM10], [WS90], [WMJ05], [IH07], [JK02], [KNS04], [LBS08], [Lin07], [LHSC11], [MPS07], [MC10b], [Owe02], [PTKJ07], [PZMRN05], [QZX06], [SZ09], [TM10], [WS90], [WMJ05], [YKHW06], [ZKG08], [ZRZ02], [dOTM01].


Behavior [AC16], [HL17], [MBST17], [OS96], [SSY17]. Behavioral [RSD17]. Behaviors [YC16]. Behaviour [BACF17], [SBM17]. Belief [WH15], [ZM14], [LS08].

belief-revision-based [LS08]. Benchmarking [AOA01], [WSBC01]. Beneath [KL00], [PR04]. Bennett [Gru92].

Bernoulli [LA08]. Best [MAL16], [SW90].

Best-Match [SW90]. between [MTK92]. Bias [FN96], [PKH12]. biased [MZ08].

Biases [WH15]. Bidirectional [MTK92].

Big [DCT17], [SSY17]. Billon-Scale [ZNL17].

Billion-Scale [ZNL17]. biomedical [YKHW06]. block [CHS99]. Blocks [FC91].

blogosphere [CSJS10]. Bloom [AL13].

Boies [Gru92]. Boolean [CGMP99].

Boosting [CJZ16], [FSP06], [CBZ11]. both [WZZ04]. bound [MOT11]. Bounded [HSS10]. Breaking [MK16a], [SC09].

broadcast [LS08]. Broker [TGL17].

Browse [LMW14]. Browse-to-Search [LMW14]. Browsing [CS94], [SF89], [SFR98], [Yan15], [BKGM10], [MC06]. Budget [ZAL16].

Budgets [NGMD17]. Building [DWLW09], [MRYGM01], [RP98], [VL90], [WW94]. Burst [HZW02]. business [KL00].

Buttons [Bie92].


Cascading [TQH15]. Case [HE91], [WW94], [Gu96], [MC10b].

casual [LKC03]. Cat [BSW17].

Cat-Mobile [BSW17]. Categories [CJZ16], [BBD11]. Categorization [ADW94], [LPY94], [YC94], [CS99], [GWLC06].

Category [CC10]. Causal [ZJT16].

CBMIR [APCC15]. CD [KBD98].

CD-ROM [KBD98]. chains [AL13].

Change [CZ17], [YGZ15]. changed [LHSC11]. Changes [MK16b].


Chemical [SMGM11]. Chimera [ATW00]. Claims [CR92].

CLAIRE [TMT06]. Class [COR13], [GCT99].

Classical [Ruh94].

Classification [CZ17], [COR13], [DG95], [ES13], [HQZ17], [IG08], [PR16], [RL94], [ACS08], [BLL+07], [GIS03], [LWSA10], [PS05], [PS10], [TMT06].

Classification-aware [IG08]. classifier [GWLC06].

Cleaning [ES13]. ClearBoard [IKG93].

Click [LXW17], [MCL12], [LWSA10]. clicks [JGP10].

clip [HSS10]. Clipping [USN17].

Close [OOSC93], [YYWY08].

cluster [ADCU08], [HHG+10]. cluster-based [ADCU08], [HHG+10].

cluster-skipping [ADCU08]. Clustered [PV17].

Clustering [Can93], [LRZ17], [TM10], [CL06], [KM13], [MLDGH04], [TG10], [WNN02], [ZFL+07].

Clustering-based [TM10]. Clusters [KL09].

CLV [FC91].

Coalition [RP98]. Coalition-Building [RP98]. Coding [MNW98].

Coherence [AC16]. coherent
Critiquing [TL03]. Cross [CHN+17, HYH15, JTS16, TL14, GNN+10, PTS13, TLJ+07]. Cross-Device [HYH15].

definitional [CKC07]. Delay [GC92]. delivery [LSOS06]. Demographic [DCT+17]. Dependable [DC10].
Documents [Bie92, BCPN14, Bu95, COR13, Dm97, Gz98, Klik13, Vst+14, SMGM11, Ctm12, Fcd02, Kfs10, Tg10].

Does [Fer17, Ih07].

Domain [Vl90, Zhi17, Cc03, GGMW03, MPHS03, Pt13, Wr98, Yls+11]. Domain-Specific [Vl90, Cc03, Yls+11]. Domains [Hcc+16, Sbm+17, Ih07].

Drawing [Tm91]. Drift [Skc+12]. driven [Fp00, Pspby10]. Duplicate [Cth+13, Jtl+17, Cfgm02, Hhc+10, Hsc11].

durable [Gl05]. During [Chhs15, Mk16a]. Dynamic [Br96, Bfnp10, Can93, Cro06, Lrz+17, Zrt91, Jbcf07, Llc03, Mot11].

Dynamics [Wh15, Rsd+13].

Early [Cc03]. Editor [Oosc93]. Editorial [Al89, Al91, Al94, Cro89a, Cro91, Fg93, Lh94, Mr92, Ms93, Mar08a]. Editors [Vl90]. Effect [Dm97, Ytd13, Cdr10].

Effective [Cs16, Kc15, Mcf+17, Ppr13, MWL01, Pmj11]. Effectiveness [Jym13, Mbst17, Tbc96, Ih07, Mz08, Sv99, Xc00].

Effects [Ac16, Kfs10, Mar94, Vhjc11]. Efficiency [Hwd13]. Efficient [Bc13, Bc14, Bcpn14, Bkgm+02, Cth+13, Cm10, Ekk00, Kzsd99, Kzp10, Kc15, Row96, Tgl+97, Wzz04, Yhs+12, Hzw02, Kt05, Pmpj11, Pzmrn05, Ssc09].

Electricity [Pr16]. Electronic [Km97, Mar94, Rp98, Hdp08, Mar08a]. element [Cro06]. Elias [Pv17]. eludes [Bvk508]. email [Chs99, Erb90, Zkg08].

Embedded [Bu95]. EmbeddedButtons [Bie92]. Embedding [Cgb+15,Pts13]. Embeddings [Ccvr17, Ldw+17].

Emergency [Ssy+17]. Emotion [Qwz+15]. Emotional [Qwz+15].

empirical [Czj07]. Emulators [Gr12].

encapsulation [ACM+02]. Encoding [Hzq17, Gl05]. Encounters [Mjh15].

Encryption [Kbd89]. Engine [Jts16, Wly+14, Ej03, Lop+13, Sc03, Ts10].

engineer [Hdp08]. Engineering [Ts10].

Engines [Dh97, Aou12, Bbmn+08, Fps06, Pspby10]. English [Anw17].

Enhanced [Br96]. Envisioning [Ldw+17, Zcd06, Fsc07]. enrich [Cdth09]. Enriching [Klhk13].

enrichment [Sp+06]. Ensembles [Dln+16]. Enterprises [Ch96]. Entities [Lm+14].

Entity [Lcl+17, Yhs+12, Bbd11, Lch07, Pt13].

entropy [Gp00]. environments [Atw00].

Environment [Am89, Jmsv92, Kmk092, Lz96, Ss93, Wl97, Cro06]. Environments [Cfp95, Gb96, Cc03, Jbcf07, Km13].


Error [Dm07, Mphs03]. escalation [Wh09].

estimate [Bod04]. estimates [Sz09].

Estimating [Cz93]. Estimation [Bf98, Grsd+16, Lxlz16, Skc+12].

Evaluating [Abw93, Cml00, Fkm+05, Gr12, Hkt04, Jgp+07, Mc94, Wrjv05].

Evaluation [Bcpn14, Cs94, Erg+89, Ftz11, Ffm17, Fer17, Gr92, Gr95, Jva+15, Kon04, Ll89, Mmst17, Mmlp97, Tbc96, Tc91, Vss17, Vb98, Zgn+17, Cjr12, Cl07, Gmr09, Jk02, Jbcf07, Kl06, Ls06].

evaluations [Kfs10]. event [Cc09, Llpt10].

Events [Lhg+12, Lxlz16]. every [Gla04].

Evidence [Mc14a, Uch03, Gla04].

Evolution [Im05, Lxlz16, Yan15, Zjt16].

Evolving [Jmsv92]. Examining [Ksvs16].

Example [Yc94, Tfs+12].

Example-Based [Yc94]. Examples [Klhk13, Bbd11].

Exceptions [Sm95].

Expansion [Cdmb01, Gwr99].

facet [LWA08]. Facility [MK94]. factoid [CTM12, Lin07]. Factorization [FMSS’14, LJJH17, SZS’17]. Fake [AZK12].

family [DWLW09]. Fano [PV’17]. Fast [ABB’15, AL13, BC11, DLA15, DLM’16, Man97, MZ96, SNZY00, WZB04, ZTM’17, CFGM02, HZWO2, ZHC’13]. Feature [AC05a]. Features [LPY’94, MAL14, GBMS99, MROH’13]. Feedback [DLA15, Dun97, MYHL11, MHZ96, MCL’12, RRS95, VHJC11, CRG02, CZJ07, JGP+07, WRJW05, ZCD06].


gain [JK02, KL06]. gain-based [JK02]. gap [WTS’08]. garbage [DM07]. Garden [Ach98]. General [CGB’15, Gu196, JTL’17, MTKY92, ZZZ’15, CW02].


Getting [CR92]. Global [CH96, WNS’17, CRNZ’03]. GMRES [WW10]. good [GMR09]. Google [WW10].
Gould [Gru92]. GPS [WZC+17].
Graph [APCC15, PL94, YHS+12, HHC+10, LWSA10, MC10b, PH07]. Graph-Based [APCC15]. graph-walk-based [MC10b].
Graphical [VI90, CDF01]. GRAS [PMPJ11].
Greedy [LCL+17]. Greene [Gru92].
Grounding [MK16a]. Group [ASV91, OOSC93, TkWW99]. Groups [LM90, CSJS10]. Groupwork [OOSC93].
Grudin [Wie92].
Guest [LH94, MS93].
GVoS [JTL+17].
HAL [YWYL08]. Hand [SZ93]. handheld [BKGM+02]. Handling [Mye90, SM95, Owe02]. Happy [Mar94].
Harp [LL99]. Harvesting [SMN+16]. Hash [FCDH91]. Hashing [Coh97, ZHC+13].
HDM [GPS93]. heavily [LHS11]. Help [CE89, Bod04]. Heterogeneous [HCC+16, SSY+17, TLKW16, ATW00, CGMP99, Leh06]. hidden [GIS03, IG08, JZ06]. hidden-web [IG08, GIS03].
Hierarchical [CS94, BFF+03, GGMW03]. Hierarchies [BRS92, LM90].
Hierarchy [Yan15]. High [BS12, DC92, FC91, LJHL17, OS96, RL94, HZSL13]. High-Level [DC92, OS96].
High-Order [LJHL17, HZSL13].
High-performance [BS12].
High-Precision [RL94]. highly [KM13, MWYL01]. Hilbert [CCVR17].
Historical [TP05, FPSO06]. HMM [CCO99]. HMM-based [CCO99]. hoc [CGM05, KL09]. Home [Oba89, UCH03].
Human [Al91, BHH+16, Jac91, SSY+17, SZ93, Wil98, ZZ+16, GKL+07].
Human-Computer [Jac91, SZ93]. HYB [BC11]. hyper [HO07, SM99].
hyper-object [SM99]. hyper-parameters [HO07]. Hyperdocuments [SFR98].
Hyperform [WL97]. Hypergraph [WS90]. Hypergraph-based [WS90]. hyperlinks [KL10, LS02].
Hypermedia [Bul95, HLNS98, LZ96, MC94, SLHS93, UY89, WL97, ATW00, BHMW07, dOTM01].
Hypertext [CE89, GPS93, KL91, Rad92, STSM95, SF89, Tom89, WR98].
Hypertext-Based [CE89]. Hypertexts [BRS92].
identification [AC08, PTKJ07, SSCT09].
Identify [PHK12]. Identifying [BRS92, MZH15, SMGM11]. identity [AC08]. identity-level [AC08].
IDF [SHN17, WLRK08]. Image [CLZ+14, GR95, NWZC12, VB98, CZJ07, EKK99, EKK00, HJZL09, KKS+08, TMT06, ZCD06, ZHR02].
Images [GR96]. Impact [BACF17, EJO3, SV99, TWW99]. Impacts [JYM13], imperfect [Owe02].
Implementation [CW94, KEL95, TGL+97, WW94].
Implementing [DC92], implicit [FKM+05, JGP+07, WRJV05]. Imprecise [Mor90].
Improve [HL17, HCC+16, FKM+05, LCC03].
Improved [BBMN+08, CCVR17, CPL15, FMS04, CDH+09]. Improvement [GS91].
Improving [CRG02, ES13, HCC+17, MZLK11, MC10b, RBCT14, XC00, PPGK04], in-memory [TS10]. Incomplete [KC95].
Inconsistencies [Coo95]. Incorporating [ASST05, MZLK11, MBST17, WZC+17].
Incremental [ADCU08, Can93, SM99, PSPBY10, TM10].
indefinite [WMZ10], independent [TFS+12, UCH03]. Index [An093, An96a, An97, BC14, Cro98, DLA15, AOU12, BC11, MRYGM01].
Index-Based [BC14]. Indexes [PV17, BS12, FBN+12, WZB04]. Indexing [FB91, HCC14, NZ96, STSM95, SMGM11, WXLC13, ZNL+17, CM10, EKK00, HSS+09, KO98, QZBP06, TKD09, TMT06]. Indices

Kabiria [CFP95]. keeping [BCD+08]. keyblock [ZRZ02]. keyblock-based [ZRZ02]. keyphrase [WX10]. keys [HZW02]. Kinematics [CV98]. KNET [CGB+15]. Knowledge [ACM+02, BWS+17, CFP95, CGB+15, HQZ17, MBJK90, Ruh94, SSGC89, SSY+17, Tuz95, Wil98, Won94, ZH17, DDH+09, WX10, XC05, YHY001]. Knowledge-Based [CFP95, SSGC89, Tuz95, Won94]. Korean [ANW17].
Label [ES13]. Labeling [AZK12].
Language [ANW17, CPL15, GR96, JSHS96, MK16b, TL14, Tuz95, Coh00, ES98, FBN+12, FG04, KL09, KL10, Ove02, TLJ+07, TFS+12, XHY+09, ZL04].
language-dependent [TFS+12]. language-independent [TFS+12].
Languages [SW94, ACS08, KMDRS06].
Large [CJRY12, CS94, CTH+13, Gla97, KC15, VFA17, VB08, WXLC13, ZTM+17, BC13, BJL+07, CW02, CL06, EKK00, SSCT09, YKH06]. Large-Scale
[CTH+13, VFA17, WXLC13, CJRY12]. late [GL05].
Latency [BACF17], Latent
[BLWJ15, Ho04, QWZ+15, WXLC13, KO98, PR09].
lattice [CSLN10]. lattice-based
[CSLN10]. Law [PSL16]. LCARS
[YCS+14]. Lean [Ruh94]. Learned
[PCD92]. Learning
[ADW94, CZZ+17, CGB+15, FC17, FB91, FP94, HLL+17, HCC+16, IC16, ISW92, LWSA10, MC94, MCL+12, NZW+14, PS05, RSD+13, RZCG+10, SSSY+17, TLK16, WNS+17, YW15, AAGY01, CL03, CS99, HJZL09, LCH07, MSOH13, SC03, GWLC06].
Learning-to-Rank [IC16]. Legacy [LL99].
Length [Na15]. Lessons
[PCD92, LWA08]. Level
[DC92, OS96, AC08]. Leveraging
[BACF17, FAZC12]. Lexical
[KC92, PPGK04]. libraries
[GFWK04, LL99, SNS+05]. Library
[EGL+97]. lies [PR04]. Life
[Mar94, CCC09]. Lifestyle
[ZZZ+16].
Lifestyle-Based [ZZZ+16]. lightweight
[BFNP10]. likelihood
[KT05]. Limited
[ZAL+16]. linear [Non13]. linear-time
[Non13]. Linguistic
[JTS16, GNN+10].
linguistic [CSH99]. Link
[CP13, SG14, CRNZ+03, LM01].
link-structure
[LM01]. Linking
[LCL+17]. links
[KL10]. Lists
[SKC16]. Listwise
[IC16, WHL+16]. Load
[PSPBY10, PSPBY10]. Load-driven
[PSPBY10]. Local
[CRNZ+03, Row96, SZS17, WNS+17, XC00].
Locality [dMDSDa+08]. Locality-Based
[dMDSDa+08]. Localization
[CTH+13].
Location
[CS16, WHFG92].
Location-Aware
[CS16]. Log
[JTS16].
Logic
[Tuz95]. Logical
[BSST03, ISL95]. Logical/Physical
[ISL95]. Logs
[LHG+12, BJL+07, GNN+10, LOP+13, WNZ02]. Long
[ZLF+17]. Look [Jac91].
Machine
[LPY94, TL14]. Machine-Readable
[LPY94]. Magnitudes
[MMST17]. Mail
[RP98]. Make
[CR92].
Making
[EGL+97, OG94, Won94, BDS04, WLWK08]. Management
[AM89, HEA90, LAL+17, BBMN+08, BVKS08, BJS99, DEL+00, Mar08a, MC10b].
managing
[HDP08]. Manipulation
[HSH90, PL94]. manuscript
[Mar08].
Mapping
[YC94]. Market
[LCL+16, SC09, WMJ05]. market-based
[WMJ05]. Markov
[JZ06, YGZ15].
Massive
[PGW+17, CC03]. Match
[SW90, VB98]. Matching
[KMF91, MJH15, MH89, ZLF+17, CK07, LCH07]. matrices
[GCT99]. Matrix
[FMS14, SZS17, KO98]. maximal
[GWLC06]. Maximization
[GRS+16, VFA17]. maximizing
[CL03].
Maximum
[CSSZ+17, GP00, KT05]. May
[Mar07, Mar08b]. Me
[YHY+17]. Meal
[YHY+17]. meaningful
[ZFL+07]. means
[BGQT07]. measure
[WMZ10].
Measurement
[GR12, MBST17, MZ08]. Measures
[FFM17, Fer17, RJB89, FKM+05, KL06].
Measuring
[LXLZ16, TL03, AV02]. mechanical
[HDP08]. mechanism
[BJS99]. Media
[VST+14, MK16a, PBJ+16, WZC+17, CDR10, GC92]. mediated
[LWA08]. Medical
[AZK12, Luz12, WH09]. Medium
[Mar94]. meetings
[Luz12]. Meets
[ZLW16]. MEGA
[CL03].
Memoriam
[Ano96b]. Memory


[Ack98, NCZG14, NCHW15, EBR08, TS10].


our [BVKS08]. out-of-vocabulary [WKF+12]. Output [KMKO92]. Oval [MLF95]. Overview [BKZW15, PBJ+16, TH12].


Physical [ISL95]. people [Tee08]. Perfect [FCDH91]. Performance [ABW93, Cum14, GH96, LL89, MPHS03, NWZC12, RJB89, SKC+12, SKC16, BS12, CML00, FPS06, KFS10, PF03]. Permission [WLG+17]. Perseus [MC94]. persistence [PPG04]. Persistent [Mos90]. personal [BCD+08, BBMN+08, BVK08, HDPM08, MRR04, MC10b, SS08].

PocketLens [MKR04].  POI [ZLW16].
Point [LJHL17, YCZ+16].
Point-of-Interest [LJHL17, YCZ+16].
Pointwise [IC16, Polya [CPL15].
Polynomial [Fuh89].
popular [BM02].
popularities [AOU12].
Power [PSL16, SW94].
Practical [Non13, CC05]. praise [TL03].
Precision [PGD07, RJB89, RL94, MZ08].
Predicate [CGMP99].
Predicting [LCJ+16, SKC+12].
Prediction
Principles [GC92, Lin07]. Priors [HCC+16]. Private [KBGW91].
Probabilistic [AV02, BB10, Coo95, DL16, FB91, FP94, FR97, KSNM10, Kwo90, Kwo95, MHZ16, MO12, WdVR08].
Probability [CV98, FC91, Fuh89, DWLW09]. Probe [WZC+17]. Problem
[FLMM91, HZC04, WTS+08, WW10].
Process [BH9+16, KL91, OOSC93, RN96, YGZ15, KL00, RR98]. Process-Oriented [KL01]. Processes [SM95, KL00].
Processing [Can93, KM97, SÖ90, ZLF+17, BS12].
Product [ZJT16]. Professionals [Ols89].
Profile [AKFA15, FC17]. Profile-Based [AKFA15]. profiles [CCC09, JD07].
profiling [MSR04, SNS+05]. Program
[JVA+15]. Programming [BR96]. Project
[EGL+97, MC94]. promotes [KKS+08].
Propagating [MK16a]. Propagation
[WBP+16, ZM14]. Properties
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